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Goals for this presentation
1. Raise awareness about why abundance 

thinking advances our work collectively

2. Consider why we should apply our natural 
horsemanship skills to our fundraising 
practices

3. Explore an idea together: fundraising as a 
herd!



1. Raise awareness

Abundance thinking
★ There will always be more

○ Collaborative
○ Generous
○ Shares knowledge
○ Trusts and builds support
○ Welcomes competition
○ Strives to grow
○ The best is yet to come
○ The pie is growing
○ Thinks big and embraces 

risk
○ Embraces change

Scarcity thinking
★ There will never be enough

○ Competitive
○ Hoarding
○ Withholds knowledge
○ Suspicious of others
○ Resents competition
○ Fears being replaced
○ Times are tough
○ The pie is shrinking
○ Thinks small and 

avoids risk
○ Fears change



Example: Our Supply & Demand Issue 

Opportunities
★ Abundance thinking: we have no 

shortage of…
○ Passion about what we do
○ People wanting our services
○ Talent
○ Volunteers 
○ Vision
○ Anecdotal evidence that 

equine-assisted services 
make a difference in people’s 
lives

Challenges
★ Scarcity thinking: We don’t have 

enough…
○ Instructors
○ Horses
○ Time
○ Money
○ Land
○ Manpower to take care of it all
○ Proof that this stuff works



Scarcity thinking QUESTION

Will they 
fund us?!



2. Consider why we should apply our horsemanship skills to our 
fundraising practices

★ We build a relationship with a horse by thinking like a horse
○ Loyal to the herd
○ Fearful and reactive, but powerful
○ Needs a trustworthy leader
○ Needs us to slow down and listen to feel safe joining up
○ While each horse is a breed, it also has its own personality



Similarly…

★ We can build a relationship with a funder by 
thinking like a funder
○ Funders have different motivations for ‘doing good’

■ Communitarian:  it good makes sense
■ Devout: it is the will of a higher power
■ Investor: it is good business
■ Socialite: it is fun
■ Repayer: it in return
■ Altruist: it feels right
■ Dynast: it is a family tradition



Also…

○ They are skittish
■ They will always reveal less than you do 
■ They are often risk averse so they need reassurance
■ Like you, they have an ego
■ They need us to listen to build trust

○ They are often fickle
■ They work as part of herds
■ They are easily distracted by current events

○ They have power
○ They have more than just $ to give



But, we can learn who they fund with…



We can…
Be where they meet Write where they read



3. Explore an idea to explore together

Fundraising like a herd means learning as a herd so that….

We are a herd of ….. with an abundance of knowledge, skills, …we 
should be using as a resource to support each other…

★ We can increase the number of clients we can serve
★ We can co-create/unify our evaluation criteria and metrics
★ We broaden how we learn, who we learn from and with to foster 

collective knowledge building and mobilization
★ We can increase our collective credibility and impact 



The Opportunity

★ As equine-related centers, what we do for and 
with each other resembles how a herd and its 
bands work

★ We are collaborative
★ We are better in the group than alone
★ We need to come together to explore new 

pastures



Let’s chew on this!?

★ There’s an abundance of resources out there
★ The word is out about equine-assisted services and 

sharing its benefit to them (funders need to hear this)
★ If we amplify what we’re learning…

○ Others show up to advance that learning
○ Clients tell others of the benefits they’ve experienced 
○ What we do is exponential but to funders, if we just count 

clients, our impact seems too narrow/small


